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We defend health through teeth

Press fitting transmucosal collar.



Our story began with an intuition. 



        The Press Fitting system was devised. 

This intuition was of a collar which, when friction-fitted to the implant (Press Fitting), formed a natural extension 
of the transmucosal portion and acted as a connection between the embedded implant fixture and the outside. 
A connection that was free from micro-movements and resistant to bacteria. 

This intuition was of a collar which, when friction-fitted to the implant (Press Fitting), formed a natural extension
of the transmucosal portion and acted as a connection between the embedded implant fixture and the outside. 
A connection that was free from micro-movements and resistant to bacteria. 

It was then that a group of friends, who were dissatisfied with the most commonly used solutions, after careful 
studies and observations, came up with an original and unprecedented idea.  

Press
Fitting

Idea



Press Fitting. A simple but brilliant idea.



Press Fitting. A simple but brilliant idea.
Our idea hasn’t changed in 25 years. Press Fitting has become an international patent,

synonymous with an exclusive connection system capable of guaranteeing long term results,
minimizing complications, as shown by retrospective studies that report clinical experience
on a large number of patients over the years. 

there are three characterizing elements:

1  fIXture

2  tranSMuCoSal Collar

3  tItanIuM aButMent

connected by a dual seal:  

MeChanICal - PreSS fIttIng  CheMICal - CeMent Sealed 

The essential element, unique in the world, is the transmucosal collar, which allows
maximum flexibility in correct management of the perimplant tissue and
in the customization of emergences, two fundamental elements to achieve results
with high aesthetic value and, above all, to maintain these results over time.
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    Italian creativity - Swiss precision.



    Italian creativity - Swiss precision.

The qualitative leap represented by our implant system is the result of constant research, observation,
comparison and, above all, a different, all Italian approach that combines precision with talent. 

To achieve technical perfection of the system, we have always entrusted production to the leading
Swiss precision engineering experts. 

State-of-the-art machining centres, sophisticated management and control systems and highly skilled
personnel ensure that all production processes are performed regularly in compliance with all design parameters. 

All Bone System medical devices have CE marking, in accordance with European directives; we also use
a Quality Management System in conformity with the standard UNI EN ISO 13485.



We always think ahead.



Besides aesthetic rehabilitation and restoring chewing function, our main aim is to defend the
patient’s general health.  Since Press Fitting was created, we have been devoting our time in order to 

guarantee much more than a beautiful smile. 

According to a World Health Organization report, over 50% of the world’s population suffers
from halitosis, associated with periodontitis, which appears to be linked to systemic diseases,
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, respiratory diseases and sexually transmitted diseases. (WHO 2002)

Patient care, safety, reliability and ease of use are the principles that inspire our daily work,
the mission from which the entire Bone System range originated. 

These are innovative solutions that satisfy all possible requirements, excellent for solving
small or large problems in day-to-day clinical practice.  

60%
  parodontitis

We always think ahead.



A single system, 9 solutions.



A single system, 9 solutions.

IlThe Bone System implant system solves the problems of implant prosthetics, in a simple and repeatable way, 
promoting total integration at three levels: bone, mucosa, prosthesis. 

In particular, it guarantees indispensable requirements in a dental implant: 

• maximum respect for biology
• saving in time and sessions
• ease of application and customization for high value aesthetic solutions .

 
And, above all, it offers extraordinary versatility: 

a total of nine prosthetic solutions can be implemented with the same elements on each implant line.



Friction Locking. The self-locking abutment. Tissue Level. Biologically advanced.

Tests performed have shown that, with the “Friction Locking” system, it is possible
to obtain an abutment that sustains loads of over 2800 N, values three times higher than 
those of leading competitors. 

Moreover, it is self-locking, an added guarantee for both users and patients,
thanks to the performance-enhancing mechanical connection device.

This ensures mechanical performances that surpass the best conometric systems,
without being subject to typical disadvantages deriving from instability caused
by eccentric or lateral loads, and inevitable lack of precision between cones, which make 
passive fit of the prosthesis difficult to achieve. 

Friction Locking, over  2800 N
Competitors, maximum load   799 N

Deformation in mm

Graph of the load/deformation test of the “Friction Locking” abutment tightened to 30 Ncm on implants Ø 4.1 
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Friction Locking. The self-locking abutment. Tissue Level. Biologically advanced.

Tissue level abutments enable precise and reliable restorations on both arches,
in all cases of single edentulous spaces, mono or bilateral saddles, for a temporary or
permanent fixed prosthesis. They can be used with all Bone System implants.

They can be prepared directly in the mouth, with a significant decrease in restoration times.

The Tissue Level technique makes use of the natural ability of the gum to adapt,
promoting the formation of a mucosal seal around the emergence profiles of the prosthetic 
restoration. The prosthetic product is produced with a “knife-edge” ridge around
the abutment, with the margin contained at the level of the sulcular epithelium to prevent 
damage to the biological width and safeguard the health of the peri-implant soft tissue.
The relation between implant platform and base of the abutment makes it possible
to implement suitable protocols to achieve a significant increase of the connective tissue 
that protects the bone. 



Easy on Four. Simple and rapid rehabilitation. Quick Mounted. The state-of-the-art emergence.

Easy-On-Four © is the new prosthetic line that can be applied to all Bone System implant fixtures.

The technique provides for total restoration on 4-6 implants, distributed over the arch so as to favour optimal distribution of 
occlusal loads, making use of all the available bone with the insertion of tilted implants. 

The “Easy-On-Four ©” abutments, straight or with 17° or 30° angles, are connected to the implants using an exceptionally 
stable and reliable connection obtained through accurate design. With these abutments, the whole of the computer-guided 
surgical stage and the prosthetic stages can be planned in 3D, to obtain immediate loading. 

“Easy-On-Four ©”  is a simple, rapid and inexpensive technique, capable of improving the quality of social life and restoring 
correct functionality even in patients who are older or less affluent, without any particular contraindications and with rapid 
and shorter post-operative recovery times. 



Easy on Four. Simple and rapid rehabilitation. Quick Mounted. The state-of-the-art emergence.

The New Generation of emergence implants with state-of-the-art technology, to
ensure total safety and reliability. These implants are ideal for minimally invasive and 

flap-less techniques, in all cases in which a monolithic emergence implant, associated with 
an immediate loading prosthesis, represents the gold standard for rehabilitation. 

The double start thread and differentiated morphology of the implant body and
of the turns offer perfect primary stability and enable the surgeon to correct the axis of
the implant during insertion, should this be necessary.

Transmucosal pathway with differentiated profile and titanium nitride coating
are used to obtain an excellent biological seal, and prevent transparency of the colour of 
the metal in aesthetic sectors, in the case of thin gingival biotype. 

Simplicity and immediacy, typical of a rehabilitative approach based on monolithic 
emergence implants, are guaranteed by the possibility of parallelization
and customization of the emergence of the abutment directly in the mouth.
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We defend health through teeth

For responsible dentistry,
protecting professionalism.

We work in direct contact with clinicians, in collaboration with prestigious universities, both in the medical sector 
and in the field of great technological and engineering innovations, with the aim of supplying

the raw material for responsible dentistry, to protect medical professionalism and the health of patients. 


